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Connect to a PC for easy
transcriPtion, archiving, even
voice attachments to e -mails

NEW Digital recorder/camera
captures up to 120 minutes of
sound, 200 photos, downloads
to PC
DR -97. Record and play up to 2 hours of meetings
or dictation. Take up to 100 photos in VGA standard
mode, and up to 200 in high -compression mode.

Insert voice to picture. Attach digital files to e-mail and send to friends and business
associates. Two folders let you organize recordings (home and office, for example).
Each folder holds up to 99 recordings which are automatically numbered. Features
easy voice -activated recording and fast jog -dial cue/review. Camera has 640x480
VGA resolution (in standard mode) and 10 -second self -timer. 8MB memory, USB link
for PC. External mic, earphone jacks. 13/4x4'Ax4A" size. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.

14-1197 199.99

Connect to a PC for easy
transcription, archiving, even
voice attachments to e -mails.

Tapeless digital recorder
captures up to 160

1115 minutes of sound, can
even download to a PC
DR -81. Record and play back up to 160 minutes of dictation
or meetings. Two folders let you organize recordings (home
and business, for example). Each folder holds Lip to 99
recordings which are automatically numbered. Use included
cable and software to transfer dictation to your PC for easy
transcription and archiving. Send e-mail audio as attached
.way files to friends and business associates. Voice -activated
recording shortens play time. Insert and overwrite make it
easy to edit recordings. Jacks for earphone, external mic.
4I6x114x1/4". Requires 2 "AAA" batteries or adapter: AC
#273-1756/A, DC #273-1810/A. PC system requirements: Microsoft

Windows 95/98/ME/2000, Intel Pentium processor 133MHz or faster, 16MB RAM, 5MB disk Face, serial

DOTI, 2 or 'aster CD-ROM, Windows compatible 16 -bit sound card, speaker or headphone i:Nr':i

14-1174 199.99
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Tapeless digital recorders.
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NEW Ultra -slim digital
recorder with up to
125 -minute recording
DR -85. Record up to 125 minutes in
long -play mode. Store up to 99
messages. Erase one/all messages.
Skip/search forward or backward with
jog dial. On/off voice -activated
recording, and pause function. Index
marker for easy location later. LCD
display shows message number,
remaining time, battery status, more.

4MB flash memory. Hold locks buttons. Earphone,
external mic jacks. Ultra -compact 1 x49/0x1/5" size.
Requires 2 "AM" batteries.
14-1195 79.99
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Connect to a PC for easy
transcription, archiving, even
voice attachments to e -mails.

NEW Digital recorder with super -directional
microphone captures up to 90 minutes of sound
and lets you download sound files to PC
DR -86. Super -directional bar microphone provides superior multidirectional sound
pickup-ideal for meetings. Select normal/super-directional voice -activated recording.
Record up to 90 minutes in long -play mode. Three files store up to 100 messages each.
LCD shows file/message number, record date/time, more. Erase one/all file messages.
Includes USB interface and CD software* for PC link. 8MB memory. Pull-out stand.
Earphone jack. 19/,,x3Ax./o". Requires 2 "AAA" batteries. *Compatible with Windows

98/ME/2000 only.

14-1196 129.99
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NEW Digital
recorder holds

- up to 32 minutes
of sound
DR -84. Higli-tech recorder for
low cost. Two folders-each
stores up to 99 messages.
On/off voice -activated
recording with pause
function. Erase one/all

messages and skip/search. Intro Scan plays a few
seconds of each message for easier location of recorded
passages. Multi -function LCD display. Built-in
microphone, flash memory and clock with alarm. Hold
locks buttons On/off beep tone record indicator.
Earphone, external mic jacks. 2x3Y,xr. Requires 2
"AM" batteries. 14-1194 49.99RSSP
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Fits in a palm, stores up to
1 hour and 30 minutes of
sound, and provides voice
alarms
DR -83. This tapeless digital recorder has three folders
that can store up to 100 recordings each. A scheduling
furction lets you program recordings to play at preset
tirres to provide custom voice alarms. Features include
an easy -to -read multifunction LCD display, voice -
activated recording (VOX), fast play, and jacks for
adding an earphone and external mic. 412x 1%x%".
Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.

14-1193 99.99RSSP

Discover the benefits of
digital voice recorders!

 No tapes to change or wear out-
never buy a tape again

 Great for on -the -go recording of
dictation, shopping lists, ideas, map
directions, school assignments,
addresses and phone numbers

 Faster access to recordings - no waits
while fast -forwarding or rewinding

 Consistently clear voice quality

 Lighter and more compact than tape
recorders - easily fit in a pocket


